a distinct discipline, and the integration of scientific culture and general politics.
Hard as it is today to move beyond the amusing mental images of piled unicorn's horns, dragon toes, mandrake roots, mineral specimens, herbs and animals, these extraordinary assemblages were accumulated with very serious intent, primarily for the generation of knowledge. These museums were, Findlen convincingly argues, laboratories in which nature could be experimented with, and just as importantly, spoken of and argued about. They were spaces for learning and for sounding off-Kircher introduced speaking trumpets into his repository for precisely this purpose.
Much of this learning and debate was medical in nature: there is some evidence of anatomy having been practised in museums, and much more of the testing of materials for their medicinal principles. Aldrovandi, like many who followed him, held the reform of materia medica to be a primary goal for his museum work. The medical disputes that museums played host to were often fought in professional terms. Renaissance museums then provided both the evidence to shore up an argument and the chamber in which to conduct the debate.
Findlen also looks in depth at the protocols of patronage, civility and prestige that were observed in museums, showing them to be "a microcosm of elite society as well as nature herself'. How could these accumulations of goods not have played a social role in a society that increasingly measured personal worth in terms of the conspicuous display of material objects? More than just crude presentations of wealth, however, museum collections were manoeuvred within complex economies of exchange, and to such an extent that, for Findlen at least, they represent "the quintessential product of the patronage culture of early modern Europe".
Possessing nature thus provides important insights into a still relatively neglected part of the scientific revolution-natural history-and powerfully places them within a rich social context. It is not, however, a book without problems. As with so many works spun out in "thick descriptions", one looks in vain for a convincing sense of development-either as a story or a history. Structurally, the book feels more like a collection of essays than a single narrative. And while statements of change are periodically interjected, and an epilogue pursues the story up to the eighteenth century, the book does little to break up the impression of a fairly monolithic phenomenon.
Dense with detail and citation to the point of overload, this is neither an elegant, nor indeed all that readable a book. Most 
